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Summary Information

Repository: Shevchenko Scientific Society Archives
Title: Osyp and Andrii Baran patents
Identifier: 004
Date: Creation: 1983 - 1984
Physical Description: 2 Items
Language of Materials: English

Scope and Contents

The collection consists of two medical patents by Andrii and Ostap Baran.

Biographical / Historical

Ostap Baran (1909-1990) was a Ukrainian doctor and inventor. He finished gymnasium in Berezhany and studied at Jagellonian University in Krakow. He worked as a doctor in the town of Tereboklia, as well as in Berezhany (during the German occupation). In 1944, Ostap Baran immigrated to West. In 1945-1949, he worked as a doctor in the camps for displaced persons in Munich, Germany. In 1949, he moved to the United States and settled down in New York. In 1951, Ostap Baran developed the methods of epidural anesthesia and constructed a special point for it. He received 4 medical patents during the period of 1953-1984. Ostap Baran died in 1990.

Conditions Governing Access

This collection is unprocessed. Please contact the Shevchenko Scientific Society Archives to determine the extent of access that is currently possible.

Conditions Governing Use

Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. Researchers may take photographs of archival items using hand-held cameras or smart phones without flash subject to restrictions. The responsibility to secure permissions from all relevant copyright owners rests with the patron. Please visit the main shevchenko.org website to view the full archives use policy.

Description Control

The information here is based on legacy accession files and descriptions, and it has not necessarily been verified against the actual archival materials. It is provided in order to facilitate maximal accessibility for researchers. Please contact the Shevchenko Scientific Society Archives with questions or requests for clarification.

The title of this collection was changed from "Baran papers" to "Osyp and Andrii Baran patents" by Michael Andrec in 2023.
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